Weldon Parking, Pedestrians
and Pavements
Abstract
This is the Weldon Parish Vision for traffic and pedestrian developments to:
1. Reduce through traffic, speed and volume (the rat run problem)
2. Extend the 7.5t restrictions to prohibit HGVs in the whole Village
3. Make a calmer, safer environment, encouraging less use of cars
4. Reduce the road speed to make 20mph zones possible (evolve traffic calming)
5. Keeping pathways clear for the use of pedestrians (on pavement parking problem)
6. Provide cycle lanes/paths, joining to PHP and Weldon Park
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New
POS
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Problem statement

Traffic emerges from Oundle Rd at high speed causing risk to pedestrians crossing the roads

Objective(s)

Reduce speed of traffic emerging from Oundle Rd. Increase public open space by the war
memorial. Reduce traffic speed on High St and approach to the zebra crossing

Proposers name

Peter Dowsett (WPC)

Proposal

In this 100th year of the British Legion, I’d like to use the opportunity given by removal of the
A427 from Weldon Village (Oundle Road and Stamford Road), to propose an increase of Public
Open Space (POS) at the War Memorial by remodelling the splay of Oundle Road. Also changing
the give way priorities to further aid traffic calming and safety, removing priority from through
traffic

Benefits

Calmer traffic. Better pedestrian safety. More space to hold commemoration events. Improved
visibility emerging from Bridge St.

Risks

Change of priority risks driver confusions and must be signposted overtly.
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New Traffic Calming

With Planter Islands?

Planter at centre of
road leaving 3m
lanes. White
hatched marking.

New Crossing
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Problem statement

High traffic speeds on Oundle Rd are causing noise pollution and safety concerns as this is a
well used route to the village centre for pedestrians, cyclists and school children. The issue is
growing with the new developments at Weldon Park and Winchelsea Gate. A new 1700 student
school is planned to open in 2023

Objective(s)

Reduce speed of traffic on Oundle Rd. Provide a safer pedestrian access to Weldon Park

Proposers name

Simon Taylor (WPC)

Proposal

Introduce low cost and quick to deploy planter traffic islands (adjacent to existing footpaths),
together with white hatched road marking (and possibly kerbs).
Add zebra crossing to Persimmon Weldon Park pedestrian entrance.

Benefits

Calmer traffic. Quieter environment. Better pedestrian safety.

Risks

Vehicle collision with planter.
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New Traffic Calming

Planter at centre of
road leaving 3m
lanes passing each
side. White centre
hatching.
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Problem statement

Residents remain concerned at the high speed and volume of traffic on Corby Road
(the rat run problem)

Objective(s)

Reduce speed and appeal to through traffic

Proposers name

Simon Taylor (WPC)

Proposal

Introduce low cost and quick to deploy planter traffic island, together with white hatched road
marking (and possibly kerbs).

Benefits

Calmer traffic. Quieter environment. Better pedestrian safety. Less attractive to through traffic

Risks

Interaction with bus stop may cause brief traffic delay. May restrict resident on-street parking
causing objections. Vehicle collision with planter.
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New Traffic Calming

Planter at centre of
road leaving 3m
lanes passing each
side. White centre
hatching.
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Problem statement

Residents on School Lane find it difficult to turn on to Stamford Rd because of parked vehicles
restricting their visibility (particularly the Tow Truck)

Objective(s)

Improve visibility at the School Lane junction. Reinforced traffic calming on Stamford Rd

Proposers name

Simon Taylor (WPC)

Proposal

Introduce low cost and quick to deploy planter traffic island on centre of Stamford Rd, by the
junction of Water St, together with white hatched road marking (and possibly kerbs).

Benefits

Safer junction with certain visibility. Calmer traffic. Quieter environment. Less attractive to
through traffic.

Risks

May restrict resident on-street parking causing objections. Vehicle collision with planter.
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Recently installed
Traffic Calming

Double Yellow Lines
to Reinforce parking
restriction within 10
metres of traffic
calming
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Problem statement

The new traffic calming is working sub-optimally as residents are parking right up to the giveway, vehicles leaving the village are sometimes left no space to pull-in to let oncoming traffic
pass

Objective(s)

Give traffic leaving the village space to pull-in at the give-way marking

Proposers name

Anton Vickers (WPC)

Proposal

Add new double yellow lines to reinforce that you must not park within 10 metres of a junction

Benefits

Traffic calming works optimally

Risks

May restrict resident on-street parking causing objections.
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Add new double
yellow lines to
reinforce that you
must not park
within 10 metres of
a junction

Erase existing
double yellow lines
to allow parking up
to the zebra zigzags
Extend zizag to 50m
(Police fine and
endorsement for
parking on zigzag vs
unlikely
enforcement by
county council with
fine only for DYLs)
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Problem statement

Residents on School Lane find it difficult to turn on to Stamford Rd because of parked vehicles
restricting their visibility (particularly the Tow Truck)

Objective(s)

Improve visibility at the School Lane junction and zebra.

Proposers name

Peter Dowsett (WPC)

Proposal

Erase existing double yellow lines to allow parking up to the zebra zigzags. Add new double
yellow lines to reinforce that you must not park within 10 metres of a junction. Extend zigzags to
50m (Police fine and endorsement for parking on zigzag vs unlikely enforcement by county
council with fine only for DYLs)

Benefits

Safer junction with visibility improvement. Better visibility at Zebra. New on-road parking made
available.

Risks

Double yellow lines will not be enforced and will be ignored. Traffic speeds increase because of
apparent wider road.
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Double Yellow are
ignored and not
enforced. Vehicles
park on the grass
verge

Add more bollards
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Problem statement

Double Yellow are ignored and not enforced. This reduces visibility at the zebra crossing.
Vehicles park on the grass verge opposite the George PH

Objective(s)

Stop parking on DYLs and grass verge

Proposers name

Anton Vickers (WPC)

Proposal

Add more bollards to the grass verge. WPC buy bollards and maintenance install.

Benefits

Compliance. Better visibility at the zebra crossing

Risks

Vehicles may park in the road. DYLs continue to be ignored and not enforced. Visibility may not
be better than provided by the ZigZags already.
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Double yellow
lines reinforced
with

on-pavement
planters

at road
junctions and
pedestrian
crossings where
nuisance
parking occurs
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Problem statement

Nuisance parking on High St pavements and pedestrian crossings

Objective(s)

Stop vehicles parking within 10m of junctions and pedestrian crossings. Stop vehicles being
parked on the pavement

Proposers name

Anton Vickers (WPC)

Proposal

Double yellow lines reinforced with on-pavement planters at road junctions and pedestrian
crossings where nuisance parking occurs

Benefits

Pedestrians are able to use pavements unobstructed by vehicles. Safer pedestrian crossing. High
Street decorated with flowers in planters (x12)

Risks

Disgruntled residents that have become accustomed to parking on the pavement outside their
houses may raise ojections.
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Add gate to
School Lane
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Problem statement

School Lane has become a cut through causing a safety hazard to school children going to the
cricket club

Objective(s)

Stop through traffic on School Lane making it pedestrian only

Proposers name

Kane Taylor (WPC)

Proposal

Install a gate feature similar to that at Cricketers Green

Benefits

Pedestrian safety. Quieter environment.

Risks
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Calming by routing traffic
round current traffic island
and stopping off with
planters
Existing footpaths HF1 & 16

New Parking areas

Full width (2m) pavement
upgrade

Planters to stop off

Problem statement

Through traffic uses Weldon Village as a shortcut in preference to the bypass as its perceived to
be shorter and quicker

Objective(s)

Make travel through Weldon Village slower and less convenient to through traffic. Improve
parking at village High St. Make crossing the road safer.

Proposers name

Simon Taylor(WPC)

Proposal

Calming by routing traffic round current traffic island and stopping off with planters and possibly
kerbs. Repurpose traffic island and very wide pavements to add new parking. Potential to add EV
charging points. Upgrade existing pavements to 2m wide.

Benefits

Less through traffic and lower speeds. Improved pedestrian safety. Quieter environment.

Risks

Inconvenienced bus drivers
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1. I have added DYLs on High Street outside No 9 where the
worst pavement parking incidents occur.
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Difficult

* Open the Weldon Relief Road
* Stop off the Kettering Road
rat run to motor vehicles
* 7.5t on Oundle & Stamford Rd

Moderate

New pedestrian crossing
to Weldon Park
on Oundle Rd

DYLs & pavement
planters to Control
nuisance parking

Roadway changes to provide new
public open space (POS)
parking, traffic calming

Stop off School Lane
to motor vehicles
to close the rat run

Easy
Bollards to control
nuisance parking

This Year

Speed reduction through enforcement and 20 mph residential areas

1 to 3 years

3+ years
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